Job Title: DevOps Engineer

OpusCapita helps organizations sell, buy and pay more effectively by providing them with extended purchase-to-pay and order-to-cash solutions. With 600 million transactions processed annually by over 8,000 customers across more than 100 countries, we have created a global ecosystem where buyers, suppliers, banks and other parties connect, transact and grow. Together with our customers, OpusCapita is transforming sales, procurement and financial processes for the digital age. In 2015, OpusCapita’s net sales were EUR 257 million and employed 2,000 professionals. Founded in 1984, OpusCapita is headquartered in Helsinki, Finland. To learn more, please visit www.opuscapita.com.

Want to be the Captain of your own ship? Come join a passionate team of dedicated professionals in Software development at OpusCapita, where you are not offered only a job but a chance to make a difference. In our accelerating international growth, we are looking to hire:

**DevOps Engineer (f/m)**

At OpusCapita our vision is to be the number one value provider of financial processes and software. To get another step closer to our vision, we want to hire more top-notch professionals to join our BES Global Platforms Unit in Dortmund.

**ABOUT THE JOB:**

You will be working on the deployment of purchase to pay solutions as part of the OpusCapita Business Ecosystem in Dortmund.

You should be well-versed with coding and scripting skillset. A Person in this role has an understanding or is willing to learn the automation of the whole software development lifecycle from continuous integration to continuous deployment to continuous monitoring.

As a DevOps Engineer your main responsibilities will include:

- Automating end-to-end purchase to pay solution from building to deployment to monitoring
- Collaborating with architects, team leads and teams to ensure optimal software delivery, application performance, and scalability to build highly resilient systems
- Ensuring continuous integration tools are in place to produce quality software
- Implementing continuous deployment vision resulting in rapid, low-risk releases and improved velocity
- Automating monitoring for the deployed solutions with alerts to handle the incidents on time
- Assisting service and operations for improving uptime and reducing service incidents

**WHAT WE WOULD LIKE FROM YOU?**

We are looking for experienced, passionate candidates, who enjoy working in teams and are eager to invest in their own professional development and fulfill the following skills:

- Experience in working on Linux environment (administration)
- Solid understanding of IP Networks and HTTP protocol
- Experience in shell scripting (e.g. Bash) and coding (e.g. perl, python, ruby)
- Background in configuration management tools (e.g. ansible, puppet, chef)
- Working knowledge of continuous integration and continuous deployment tools (e.g. Jenkins, Git, Capistrano, Deb)
- Strong background in continuous monitoring tools (e.g. zabbix)
- Good English language skills

**DESIRED SKILLS:**

- Msc/Bsc in computer engineering or related skills
- Experience in infrastructure automation (e.g. cobbler, foreman)
- Familiarity with Agile (Scrum) methodologies
- Experience of open source software projects
- Experience with Microsoft Azure

To succeed in this role you also need to have strong verbal and written communication skills in English and ability to work in a global organization within virtual teams. We are in contact with our international colleagues on a daily basis and English is our official language. You are also expected to solve problems independently and share knowledge with team members and other stakeholders.

**WHAT IS OPUSCAPITA LIKE AS A WORKPLACE?**

We offer you a truly global work arena in a substantial and agile company with 2300 colleagues.

We want to set the new standard for the financial processes by building a company that embodies our vision with people who work together to achieve common goal.

You should desire OpusCapita because of:

- Challenging work in a leading international corporation with competent colleagues
- Opportunities for continuous growth and self-development
- Possibility to effect directly into our success as value provider in financial processes

**QUESTIONS IN MIND?**

- For more information, please contact stefan.riesenbeck@opuscapita.com during office hours
- Please submit your application online including CV and cover letter with salary request by 30.09.2017 at the latest
- Please note that we may start conducting interviews and make hiring decisions as soon as the suitable candidate is found.